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What are mechanical, fluid-power, and elastomeric
material dampers?

This paper details the features of mechanical, pneumatic, hydraulic, and elastomeric
material dampers as they apply to an array of industrial applications.
Vibration in industrial machinery often originates from imbalances inherent to motors,
gearboxes, and other turning components that excite natural frequencies. In this
context, dampers are components that counteract and often isolate the vibration source
from the rest of the design or machine to prevent its propagation of mechanical
oscillation.
Passive vibration mitigation includes passive isolators such as closed-cell foam slabs,
metal coil or wave springs, wire rope isolators (common in military applications) and
rubber machine mounts. These reduce system natural frequency to less than that of
excitation frequency. It should be noted that traditional springs and rubber have nearzero damping capabilities.
Precision passive isolators include negative-stiffness isolators, which decrease system
natural frequency upon loading via a kinematic linkage of beam columns and springs
which are typically stacked in series for tilt, horizontal, and vertical motion.
Many isolators do impart a small amount of damping. Some (including wire-rope
isolators) also attenuate shock impact at sudden move ends, hard stops, and collisions
without recoil. For example, conveyor e-brakes or axis stroke ends reduce the force of
impact.
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In contrast with isolators, passive dampers, such as material slabs and mechanical
linkages, change the kinetic energy of vibration into heat. Passive damping usually
employs viscous fluids, viscoelastic materials, piezo elements, or simple magnetics.
Active Vibration Damping
Active dampers include an array of electronically controlled force cancellers that employ
a power source, sensors, and actuation to counteract vibration with disruptive
interference out of phase with the source vibration.
Examples of active dampers include shocks containing magnetorheological fluid that
stiffen to solid with controllable yield strength under an applied magnetic field in
milliseconds. Powered piezoelectric elements affixed to the design frame at critical
points to execute active countermotions and address vibration are also active dampers.
Vibration is usually detected by acceleration sensors and under the control of a DSP.
Passive Vibration Damping
Passive vibration damping, those in mechanical formats include tuned mass dampers
that affix to machinery or structures to damp narrow frequency bands of vibration. Other
options for passive mechanical damping are friction and piezoelectric action prompted
by simple resistive shunt.
Passive vibration mitigation in fluid-power formats include hydraulic mounts, air
springs, and bladders to isolate and damp industrial machines and other moving
equipment. Passive air tables are another iteration, though increasingly displaced by
other technologies. Gas springs (of the piston-type plunger design) act as kinematic
holds.
Many pneumatic dampers have a similar structure — with a cylindrical chamber
containing a piston and compressed air behind it — though work on moving axis. Oil
dashpots employ a contained volume of fluid to resist motion with viscous friction to
damp (though not isolate) vibration.
Last let’s consider passive vibration mitigation in elastomeric material formats — which
offer simplicity in format and application. Foam slabs isolate well enough though lack
durability. Rubber and neoprene excel at isolation but not damping. In contrast, another
option is viscoelastic Sorbothane material from that excels at vibration and shock
control absorbing up to 94.7% of the latter.
The material is classified as viscoelastic, as it exhibits both viscous and elastic
characteristics when subject to deformation. A high delta tangent, also called the loss
factor or damping coefficient, means Sorbothane out-of-phase time relationship
between shock impact or vibration and force transmission. Sorbothane absorbs more
than half the energies at 1 to 30,000 Hertz for powerful vibration damping shedding the
energy as heat (through hysteresis) and directing remaining energy perpendicularly; 90°
out of phase from the vibration or shock source.
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Formats abound, with one including layered blocks of Sorbothane that interlock, to let
design engineers customize vibration-damping assemblies. The modular components
include steel baseplates to keep their shape and boost column strength.
Learn more about Sorbothane, Inc. and viscoelastic materials for damping and vibration
mitigation here.

Sorbothane® Design Guide Calculators
We offer three straightforward online calculators to make designing with Sorbothane
easier than ever. Our three calculators include:
• Load Rating Calculator
• Impact Calculator
• Vibration Calculator
We offer a PDF version of our Engineering Design Guide to parallel our online
calculation method here.
We created our Design Guide Calculators to assist engineers with a practical, hands-on
approach to designing with Sorbothane.
We also offer additional technical and engineering support. Contact
support@sorbothane.com if you have any questions.

Sorbothane, Inc. – Innovating Shock & Vibration Solutions
For over 37 years, Sorbothane Inc. has been and will continue to be
the innovative and trusted choice of engineers worldwide for developing materials and
components that isolate vibration, attenuate shock and damp unwanted noise.
Sorbothane, Inc. is located in Kent, Ohio, right in the middle of the polymer capital of
America. With 64,000 square feet of manufacturing space and a series of specialized
custom-built pouring machines the Sorbothane team stands ready to meet any
requirement. Sorbothane, Inc. has engineering design staff and production teams that
specialize in providing shock and vibration solutions that meet and exceed expectations.
In-house testing, a quality assurance lab and efficient distribution place an emphasis on
accuracy, quality and customer satisfaction.

Markets Served
TRANSPORTATION SHIPPING & LOGISTICS
Sorbothane® SAFEGUARDS PRECIOUS CARGO
PRECISION LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Sorbothane® ISOLATES DISRUPTIVE VIBRATION
MOBILE ELECTRONIC DEVICES
Sorbothane® ATTENUATES IMPACT SHOCK & ISOLATES VIBRATION
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CONSUMER & COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS
Sorbothane® DAMPS UNWANTED NOISE & VIBRATION
INDUSTRIAL MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
Sorbothane® EXTENDS EQUIPMENT LIFE
AEROSPACE & AERONAUTICAL
Sorbothane® PROTECTS CRITICAL COMPONENTS
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
Sorbothane® GUARDS PERFORMANCE
SPORTING GOODS & FITNESS
Sorbothane® PROTECTS, CUSHIONS & COMFORTS

Sorbothane, Inc.
2144 State Route 59 - Kent, Ohio 44240
800.838.3906
news@sorbothane.com
www.sorbothane.com
Sorbothane® — Innovating Shock and Vibration Solutions
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